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1. Registration review and submitting paper to the JAIST Repository
After the published paper data-entry page, the following review page will open.
In this page, you are asked whether you submit your article to the JAIST Repository.
Then, you can add information such as publisher, keywords, abstract and etc. and upload the paper for submission.

If you enter the Volume, the Title, the Page, and the
Date of Publication in this text box of the published
paper's data-entry page, these data will be divided to
each text box automatically.
Note:
For dividing the data to each text box automatically,
acceptable entry format is
Vol. **, No. **, pp. ** (Date of Publication).
e.g. メディア教育研究，Vol.2，No.2，pp.79-91 (2006.4)
If you enter other format data in this text box of the
published paper's data-entry page, it may not be
divided correctly.

You can add information such as publisher, keywords,
abstract and etc. and upload the paper for submitting
papers to the repository.

The default is SUBMIT and it is required that you enter the following information
and upload the paper. However, you can choose PENDING or NOT SUBMIT and
save only above information such as author, title and etc.

When initial character(s) of the publisher is input,
the publisher name is displayed.

If the publisher which is described in this
publisher's text box, "(publisher name)
not permitted", the publisher is not
permitted to deposit the article to the
repository. It is not necessary to upload
the paper, and to enter the keywords,
abstract and etc.
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2. CSV File Upload(Replace) / Download of published paper's data
Two items (Data ID and Repository Flag) were added to the CSV upload /download data.
When the data was registered by the CSV up-loading, you are asked whether you submit your article to the JAIST Repository
in the Confirm / Edit page.
New Format The following two items were added to the CSV format.
- 発表論文等識別コード : Data ID
- リポジトリフラグ : Repository Flag

※Data ID : When data is registered, the Data ID is automatically given. So, when you add a new data, you don't need to enter the ID.
※Repository Flag : 1 (Submit), 2 (Pending), 0 (NOT submit). "1" is set when there is no input.

【Steps for the data up-loading】
①
You can upload above-mentioned new format (added Data ID
and Repository Flag) and old format as well.

Choose your CSV file and click [UPLOAD].

②

Click this link(■). The following EDIT page will open.

③

④ After the published paper data-edit page,
the following review page will open.
(The following is the same as page 1. )
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